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This volume reveals a whole new dimension of crystal awareness, offering guidelines and

instruction on how we, as human beings can become as clear as the crystals and develop the full

spectrum of the rainbow ray body. The crystals are tools and teachers demonstrating how to

materially manifest perfected form. Katrina focuses on how we can align ourselves with the perfect

cosmic geometric grid of light (as the crystals so purely demonstrate). This would literally change

the frequency at which we vibrate. Emphasising planetary peace, specific information is given to

assist individuals in stabilising their personal identity within their own lighted centre of truth, thus

establishing entirely new concepts of being.Introduced for the first time are crystals and stones that

facilitate this process, the final six Master Crystals and a pure Crystalline Transmission through the

writing itself. Included are: specific stones and layouts for individuals suffering from or prone to

AIDS; crystals that facilitate the activation of new Chakra centres; tantric layouts for couples; stones

and crystals for protection against nuclear radiation; dematerialisation in action; encoded crystals -

the cosmic alphabet; crystals and stones for the new race of beings birthing onto the Earth; and,

information of many new stones and crystals to serve our unfoldment in the 1990s.
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This is Volume III (1990) in a series of 3 very well written and very useful books by Katrina. Volume I

is "Crystal Enlightenment" (19xx). Volume II is "Crystal Healing" (1987). You probably want to read

these volumes in order unless you already know some of this crystal and energy stuff. Volume III is



a little more "out there" but only to those who are new to this stuff.I guess you could say that Volume

III is for the person with some crystal and energy knowledge already. Assuming you know about the

7 chakras (energy centers/wheels within the human body), Katrina refers to 8 to 12 (major) charkas,

3 above the crown charka, one in the belly button (in addition to the one in the solar plexus), and

one below the root charka. There are also secondary charkas in the palm of each hand, and other

places (which those who do energy work already know).Katrina talks about the predominant power

stones: selenite, kyanite, calcite, and hematite and layout using the. She provides information on

additional crystals: the Dow crystal, the Tantric Twins (crystal), the Isis crystal, the Cathedral

Lightbraries, the Devic Temple crystals, the Time Link crystals and additional healing stones: Blue

Lace Agate, Celestite, Charoite, and others. There is even a chapter for crystal healing for the

prevention and treatment of Aids.If you are really interested in stones and crystals and their possible

relationship to healing, knowledge and so much more, I suggest this series of all 3 books by Katrina.

I also suggest "Love Is In The Earth" by Melody. Yes, that is her name, just like music. Once upon a

time, I laughed at the thought of people believing crystals were more than just rocks. Now I have

wisdom. (We all make mistakes.
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